Errata Sheet
Essentials in Writing Level 10 (January 2022 Version)
Textbook
The following updates and/or corrections have been made to this product.
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Update / Correction
Update: Date on title page changed to “December 2021”.
Update: Changed Scoring Services explanation box to read: Scoring Services are
available for purchase for levels 6-12. Running from August to May each school year,
a certified member of our Essentials in Writing team will score written compositions
for any or all assignments presented in each level purchased. Visit our website for
more information. Compositions that can be submitted to the Scoring Service are
indicated with the Gradient icon: [image of icon added].
Update: Green box altered to read: “Where do I access my videos? If you
purchasedthe online video subscription, you will access the video lectures at
essentialsinwritng.com. Check out the How to Use page to discover how to get
started. “[Deleted sentence with mention of Watch My Lesson.]
Update: 34-week plan was adjusted to indicate which compositions can be turned
intothe Scoring Service.
Update: Under “Paragraphs- Lesson 1”, changed Lesson 1 from “Formal
Paragraphs” to “Formal Paragraph”.
Error: The word “descriptive” was spelled incorrectly in “Lesson 6: Descriptive
Paragraph: Plan”.
Correction: The spelling of the word “descriptive” was corrected.
Error: Lesson title was listed incorrectly as “Lesson 9- Compare and Contrast
Paragraph: Plan”.
Correction: Lesson title was corrected to “Compare and Contrast Paragraph: Draft”
(same with Lesson 9A).
Error: The word “Paragraphs” should be singular in the title “Lesson 5- Writing a
Personal Essay- Drafting the Opening Paragraphs”.
Correction: The word “Paragraphs” was corrected to “Paragraph”, so the title
reads: “Lesson 5- Writing a Personal Essay- Drafting the Opening Paragraph”.
Update: For Lesson 1 and Lesson 1A, changed the header “Independent and
Dependent Clause” to “Independent and Dependent Clauses”; The syllabus was
also adjusted.

Update: Changed the header from “Run-on and Comma Splice Sentence Error” to
“Run-on and Comma Splice Sentence Errors”; The syllabus was also adjusted.

Update: Changed the Lesson 6B header from “Complex Sentences” to “Compound
Complex Sentences”; The syllabus was also adjusted.
Update: Prompt #3 changed from “Write a paragraph that explains the where you
would work and why.” to “Write a paragraph that explains where you would work
and why.”

Various

Update: Added the Gradient icon to the compositions which can be turned into the
Scoring Service.

